Adaptive information processing in microtubule networks.
Microtubule networks provide a wide range of microskeletal and micromuscular functionalities. Evidence from a number of directions suggests that they can also serve as a medium for intracellular signaling processing. The model presented here comprises an empirically motivated representation of microtubule growth dynamics, an abstract representation of signal processing, and a feedback learning mechanism that we refer to as adaptive self-stabilization. The growth model mimics the dynamic instability picture of microtubule formation and decomposition, but as modulated by the binding activity of microtubule associated proteins (or MAPs). The signal processing submodel treats each microtubule as a string of linked discrete oscillators capable of propagating signals that are introduced, manipulated, and extracted by bound MAP activity. Adaptive self-stabilization is essentially feedback acting on signal processing capabilities via the growth dynamics. The network is presented with a training set of patterns. If the input-output behavior is satisfactory MAP binding affinity increases, thereby stabilizing the network structure; otherwise the binding affinity decreases, allowing for more structural variation. The results obtained suggest that adaptive capabilities are practically inevitable in microtubule networks, a conclusion strengthened by the fact that the signal processing and growth dynamics mechanisms available in nature are undoubtedly much richer than those represented in the model.